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ABSTRACT: Using sequence programmability and the characteristics of self-assembly,
DNA has been utilized in the construction of various nanostructures and the placement of
specific patterns on lattices. Even though many complex structures and patterns formed by
DNA assembly have been reported, the fabrication of multi-domain patterns in a single
lattice has rarely been discussed. Multi-domains possessing specifically designed patterns in
a single lattice provide the possibility to generate multiple patterns that enhance the pattern
density in a given single lattice. Here, we introduce boundaries to construct double- and
quadruple-domains with specific patterns in a single lattice and verify them with atomic
force microscopy. ON, OFF, and ST (stripe) patterns on a lattice are made of DNA tiles
with hairpins (ON), without hairpins (OFF), and alternating DNA tiles without and with
hairpins (formed as a stripe, ST). For double- and quadruple-domain lattices, linear and
cross boundaries were designed to fabricate two (e.g., ON and OFF, ON and ST, and OFF
and ST) and four (OFF, ST, OFF, and ON) different types of patterns in single lattices,
respectively. In double-domain lattices, each linear boundary is placed between two different domains. Similarly, four linear
boundaries connected with a seed tile (i.e., a cross boundary) can separate four domains in a single lattice in quadruple-domain
lattices. Due to the presence of boundaries, the pattern growth directions are different in each domain. The experimentally obtained
multi-domain patterns agree well with our design. Lastly, we propose the possibility of the construction of a hexadomain lattice
through the mapping from hexagonal to square grids converted by using an axial coordinate system. By proposing a hexadomain
lattice design, we anticipate the possibility to extend to higher numbers of multi-domains in a single lattice, thereby further increasing
the information density in a given lattice.

■ INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of DNA structures, researchers have
studied DNA molecules to understand their functionalities in
the fields of biology, medicine, and genetics. DNA molecules
possess intrinsic characteristics that are interesting not only in
biological sciences, such as its genetic materials, complemen-
tarity of base pairs, and well-specified interactions with
biological molecules, but also in physical engineering, such as
its double helical structure, UV absorption, poor conductivity,
and thermal stability.1 In addition, DNA is considered to be
one of the most promising building materials because of the
programmability of its base sequences, its high stability
compared to other biomolecules, and the characteristics of
bottom-up self-assembly.2−7 Consequently, structural DNA
nanotechnology, which provides ways to construct various
dimensional nanostructures made of DNA, has made
impressive gains over the past 40 years.

DNA nanotechnology encompasses the fabrication of DNA
nanostructures, the demonstration of DNA algorithms, the
construction of devices and sensors made of DNA, and data
storage in DNA.8 Diverse nanostructures made of DNA tiles
and DNA strands without and with long scaffold virus
genomes have been reported.9−21 DNA logic gates can also
be constructed by using the implementation of bit information

into DNA sequences.22−28 By embedding functional nanoma-
terials into DNA molecules, it is feasible to construct a variety
of physical devices and biological/chemical sensors.29−32 One
of the promising practical DNA applications in physical
engineering is to construct a data storage apparatus that might
enhance the capability of data storage in the near future.33−35

Among the many ways to construct DNA nanostructures,
tile-based DNA assembly possesses many advantages, such as
size controllability, structural rigidity, the ease of designing
binding domains and shapes, and the capacity to embed
secondary structures.36 To verify the geometry and binding
domain of designed DNA tiles, DNA lattices, which are mostly
single crystal structures, have to be fabricated by using a
standard annealing method. DNA tiles with secondary
structures (e.g., duplex hairpins and biotinylated bases) can
generate a certain pattern on a single lattice formed by a
binding domain design. Although tile-based DNA assembly is
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able to generate complex shapes and patterns based on
specifically designed binding domains, the fabrication of multi-
domain patterns in a single lattice has seldom been
demonstrated compared to the number of examples of single
patterns in a single lattice because of the complexity of multi-
domain design and associated experimental difficulties.23−26

Multi-domains in a single lattice provide the possibility to
generate multiple patterns through designed DNA tiles,
thereby increasing the pattern density in a given single lattice.

In this study, we conceived boundaries to fabricate double-
and quadruple-domains in a single lattice by using DNA tiles.
In single-domain lattices, we considered three patterns: a plane
lattice made of DNA tiles without hairpins (OFF), a lattice
made of DNA tiles with hairpins (ON), and a lattice with an
alternating line-like pattern (similar to stripes) formed by DNA
tiles without and with hairpins (ST). For double- and
quadruple-domain lattices, linear and cross boundaries were
introduced to fabricate two (e.g., ON and OFF, ON and ST,
and OFF and ST) and four (e.g., OFF, ST, OFF, and ON)
different types of patterns in single lattices, respectively. To
verify the formation of the patterns on the lattices, atomic force
microscopy (AFM) was used. Lastly, we proposed the
possibility of the construction of a hexadomain lattice through
the mapping from hexagonal to square grids converted by
using an axial coordinate system.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Design Schemes of Single-, Double-, and Quadruple-

Domain Lattices. A schematic representation of the
fabrication of a single-domain lattice is shown in Figure 1a.
A single lattice comprises two different types of rectangular
building blocks (R and S) to generate various patterns such as
OFF, ON, and ST. A lattice made of R and S blocks possessing
0-bit (1-bit) information marked as white (red) forms an OFF
(ON) pattern. Similarly, a ST pattern can be generated by an
alternating line-like pattern using R and S blocks possessing 1-
and 0-bit information, respectively. Consequently, single-

domain OFF(I) and ON(I) [OFF(III) and ON(III)] lattices
in a domain I [domain III] are constructed by using building
blocks of D(I,0) and D(I,1) [D(III,0) and D(III,1)],
respectively. Here, D, I, III, and 0, 1 stand for DX, domains
I, III, and 0-bit, 1-bit possessing blocks, respectively.
Interestingly, although tile names are different, D(I,0) and
D(III,0) [D(I,1) and D(III,1)] are identical and have same
sticky-ends. Similarly, single-domain OFF(II), ON(II), and
ST(II) lattices in a domain II are constructed by using building
blocks of DR(II,0) and DS(II,0), DR(II,1) and DS(II,1), and
DR(II,1) and DS(II,0), respectively.

By using building blocks of single-domain lattices, we can
demonstrate multi-domain patterns in a single lattice by
introducing specifically designed boundaries. Figure 1b dis-
plays the fabrication procedure of a double-domain lattice with
ON and OFF patterns separated by a linear boundary
(indicated with yellow), which is named B(I,II) + ON(I) +
OFF(II). It comprises ON(I), OFF(II), and the linear
boundary B(I,II). Here, B(I,II) [OFF(II)] is formed by
RBRU and RBSU [DR(II,0) and DS(II,0)]. The Roman
numeral in the name of the building block indicates the
corresponding quadrant. Figure 1c shows the fabrication of a
quadruple-domain lattice with ON, OFF, and ST patterns
separated by a cross boundary (indicated with yellow for linear
boundaries and green for seed), which is named B(I,II,III,IV,S)
+ OFF(I)/OFF(III) + ON(II) + ST(IV). It consists of
OFF(I), ON(II), OFF(III), and ST(IV) in each quadrant
separated by a cross boundary B(I,II,III,IV,S). B(I,II,III,IV,S)
is fabricated by using nine building blocks (SR, LBRU, LBSU,
LBRD, LBSD, RBRU, RBSU, RBRD, and RBSD). Tile names
include the position, type, and growth direction of the
boundary. For example, LBSD is placed in the left-side
boundary with S type and has a diagonally downward growth
direction, whereas RBRU is placed on the right-side boundary
with R type and has a diagonally upward growth direction. The
seed building block (SR) connects four linear boundaries.
Similarly, ON(II) [ST(IV)] is constructed by using DR(II,1)

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the fabrication of single-, double-, and quadruple-domains in a single lattice. (a) Fabrication of a single-
domain lattice with either OFF, ON, or ST pattern. (b) Fabrication of a double-domain lattice with ON and OFF patterns separated by a linear
boundary. A double-domain lattice [that is, B(I,II) + ON(I) + OFF(II)] comprises the linear boundary B(I,II), ON(I), and OFF(II). B(I,II)
[OFF(II)] is formed by RBRU and RBSU [DR(II,0) and DS(II,0)]. (c) Fabrication of a quadruple-domain lattice with ON, OFF, and ST patterns
separated by a cross boundary. A quadruple-domain lattice [that is, B(I,II,III,IV,S) + OFF(I)/OFF(III) + ON(II) + ST(IV)] consists of OFF(I),
ON(II), OFF(III), and ST(IV) in each quadrant separated by B(I,II,III,IV,S).
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and DS(II,1) [DR(IV,1) and DS(IV,0)]. Although a lattice
with an OFF or ON pattern comprises two different building
blocks in domains II and IV, a single unit building block [that
is, D(I,0) for OFF and D(I,1) for ON] is required in the case
of domains I and III.

Design and Fabrication of Single-Domain DNA
Lattices. Figure 2a−c shows the sticky end design of a unit
of DNA double-crossover (DX) tiles in each quadrant for the
fabrication of DNA lattices with OFF, ON, and ST patterns.3,17

A rectangular shaped DX tile (with length and width of 12.6
and 6 nm, respectively) comprises four DNA strands and is
used in the construction of 1D and 2D lattices.10−19 Each
domain is represented by Roman numerals (I, II, III, and IV).
In domains II and IV, we have specified R and S types of DX
tiles that indicate 5′ → 3′ and 3′ → 5′ directionalities in their
strands, respectively.25−28 In the case of domains I and III, a
single unit DX tile used in an OFF [D(I,0) is identical to
D(III,0)] or ON [D(I,1) is identical to D(III,1)] lattice is

Figure 2. Binding domain design of unit DX tiles for OFF, ON, and ST lattices and their representative AFM images. (a−c) Sticky end design of
unit DX tiles in each quadrant for the construction of OFF, ON, and ST lattices. In domains II and IV, we specified R and S types of DX tiles that
indicate 5′ → 3′ and 3′ → 5′ directionalities in their stands. In the case of domains I and III, a single unit DX tile used in the OFF (ON) lattice is
required and served as both R and S types due to the specific binding domain scheme. To visualize patterns, unit DX tiles were designed without
(0) and with (1) protruding DNA hairpins marked as white and red, respectively. Prime and non-prime sticky ends with the same name are
complementary to each other (e.g., a and a′). (d−g) Representative AFM images and corresponding lattice schematics (size of 4 × 4) of DX DNA
lattices with the OFF pattern in domain I or III [that is, OFF(I)/OFF(III)], the ON pattern in domain II [that is, ON(II)], and the ST pattern in
domain II [that is, ST(II)]. Scan sizes in all AFM images are 200 × 200 nm2 except (f), which is 1 × 1 μm2.
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required and serves as both R and S types due to the specific
sticky end design. Here, non-prime (input) and prime
(output) sticky ends with the same name and color are
complementary (e.g., b and b′). This means that pattern
growth directions are different in each domain. Pattern growth
directions are left to right, bottom to up, right to left, and up to
bottom in domains I, II, III, and IV, respectively. To visualize
patterns, unit DX tiles are decorated without (possessing 0-bit)
and with (possessing 1-bit) protruding DNA hairpins marked
as white and red, respectively (see Supporting Information,
Figures S1 and S2, and Tables S1−S3 for DNA base
sequences). For example, D(III,0), DR(II,1), and DS(IV,0)
tiles indicate a DX tile without DNA hairpins formed in the
third quadrant for an OFF lattice, a DX tile with DNA hairpins
formed in the second quadrant for ON, and a DX tile without

DNA hairpins formed in the fourth quadrant for ST. Three
patterns on DNA lattices using two DX tiles were fabricated in
domains II and IV. For example, ON(II) and ST(IV) were
fabricated by using DR(II,1) and DS(II,1) for domain II and
DR(IV,1) and DS(IV,0) for domain IV.

Representative AFM images of DX DNA lattices with an
OFF pattern in domain I or III [that is, OFF(I)/OFF(III)], an
ON pattern in domain II [that is, ON(II)], and an ST pattern
in domain II [that is, ST(II)] are shown in Figure 2d−g. Both
ON (Figure 2e) and ST (Figure 2g) lattices show line-like
patterns, but the interval between lines in the ST lattice is
twice that in the ON lattice, which agrees well with our design.

Design and Fabrication of Double-Domain DNA
Lattices. A binding domain design of unit DX tiles for linear
boundaries to construct double-domain DNA lattices is shown

Figure 3. Binding domain design of unit DX tiles for four different linear boundaries, schematics, and their representative AFM images of double-
domain lattices. (a) Four kinds of linear boundaries, B(I,II), B(II,III), B(III,IV), and B(I,IV). Each boundary is placed between two different
domains. (b) Sticky end design of unit DX tiles for each boundary. Tile names include the position, polarity, and growth direction of the boundary.
(c) Double-domain lattices with ON and OFF patterns. Individual DX tiles for the boundary, ON, and OFF are shown, as yellow, red, and white,
respectively. Eight possible double-domain lattices with ON and OFF patterns are displayed. (d) Two representative AFM images of the double-
domain lattices B(I,II) + ON(I) + OFF(II) and B(I,II) + OFF(I) + ON(II). To clarify boundaries, overlaid guidelines with yellow boxes
(corresponding to RBRU and RBSU) were added. Scan sizes on left and right are 200 × 200 and 100 × 100 nm2, respectively. (e) A representative
AFM image of B(I,II) + OFF(I) + ST(II) with a scan size of 150 × 100 nm2. (f) A representative AFM image of B(I,II) + ON(I) + ST(II) with a
scan size of 100 × 100 nm2.
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in Figure 3a,b. Four kinds of linear boundaries [B(I,II),
B(II,III), B(III,IV), and B(I,IV)] are formed by using two DX
tiles, such as RBRU and RBSU for B(I,II), LBRU and LBSU
for B(II,III), LBRD and LBSD for B(III,IV), and RBRD and
RBSD for B(I,IV) (see Supporting Information, Figures S1 and
S2 and Tables S1−S3 for DNA base sequences). Each
boundary is placed between two different domains. For
example, a linear boundary B(II,III) separate domains II and
III. Figure 3b shows detailed sticky end information of the unit
DX tiles for each boundary. Tile names include the position
[left-side boundary (LB) or right-side boundary (RB)],
polarity (R or S type), and growth direction [upward (U) or
downward (D)] of the boundary. For example, RBRU in
B(I,II) is placed in the right-side boundary with R type polarity
and has a diagonally upward growth direction. Each tile is
incorporated into binding information for pattern and
boundary with specific colors. A set of sticky ends (lup and
lup′, ldn and ldn′, rup and rup′, and rdn and rdn′) in each
boundary tile has nine nucleotides, which enhance the binding
affinity between two boundary tiles and the structural stability
of the boundary. Consequently, two DX tiles in each boundary
alternatively bind each other due to their polarities (which
come from the 3.5 full-turn-length of the DX tile). Other sticky
ends (a′, b′, c′, d′, e′, and f′) have five nucleotides as binding
information for patterns.

Schematics and representative AFM images of double-
domain lattices with ON and OFF patterns are shown in
Figure 3c,d. Individual DX tiles for boundary, ON, and OFF
are represented as yellow, red, and white, respectively. Eight
possible double-domain lattices with ON and OFF patterns are

displayed. One of the lattices with the ON pattern in domain I
and the OFF pattern in domain II grown from a linear B(I,II)
boundary is named as B(I,II) + ON(I) + OFF(II). Among the
eight possible lattices, representative AFM images of the
double-domain lattices B(I,II) + ON(I) + OFF(II) and B(I,II)
+ OFF(I) + ON(II) are displayed in Figure 3d. To clarify the
boundaries, the overlaid guidelines with yellow boxes (which
correspond to RBRU and RBSU) are embedded (Figure S3 in
the Supporting Information shows AFM images without
overlaid guidelines). As expected, the length between lines
on the ON pattern and the length of RBRU (or RBSU) are
almost the same, which indicates the appropriate formation of
double domains in a single lattice. Similarly, we also have
constructed a double-domain lattice with OFF (ON) in
domain I and ST in domain II using a linear boundary {that is,
B(I,II) + OFF(I) [ON(I)] + ST(II)} (Figure 3e,f). Based on
the AFM images, the intervals between lines on the ST pattern
are doubled compared to the ON pattern, as we designed.

Design and Fabrication of Quadruple-Domain DNA
Lattices. Figure 4 displays the binding domain design of unit
DX tiles for a cross boundary, schematics, and representative
AFM images of quadruple-domain lattices. A cross boundary
B(I,II,III,IV,S) comprises four linear boundaries [that is,
B(I,II), B(II,III), B(III,IV), and B(I,IV)] and a single seed
tile (SR). SR connects four linear boundaries that allow it to
generate four different patterns in a single lattice.

Figure 4b shows a schematic of a quadruple-domain lattice
with OFF patterns in domains I and III and ST patterns in
domains II and IV named as B(I,II,III,IV,S) + OFF(I)/
OFF(III) + ST(II) + ST(IV). Only a single DX tile, D(I,0) [=

Figure 4. Binding domain design of unit DX tiles for a cross boundary, schematics, and their representative AFM images of quadruple-domain
lattices. (a) Schematic of a cross boundary B(I,II,III,IV,S) comprising four linear boundaries [that is, B(I,II), B(II,III), B(III,IV), and B(I,IV)] and a
single seed tile (SR). (b) Schematic of a quadruple-domain lattice with OFF patterns in domain I/III and ST patterns in domains II and IV named
as B(I,II,III,IV,S) + OFF(I)/OFF(III) + ST(II) + ST(IV). (c) Representative AFM image of B(I,II,III,IV,S) + OFF(III) + ST(II) + ST(IV) with
its corresponding schematic representation. For clarity, the overlaid guidelines (green, yellow, and gray for seed, boundary, and DX tiles without
hairpins, respectively) are provided. Scan size is 300 × 200 nm2. Due to the non-specific binding between B(I,II) and B(I,IV) marked with magenta
crosses, an unexpected triple-domain lattice is observable. (d) Schematic and a corresponding AFM image of a quadruple-domain lattice
B(I,II,III,IV,S) + OFF(I)/OFF(III) + ST(II) + ON(IV) with overlaid guidelines (scan size of 200 × 200 nm2).
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D(III,0)], is required for OFF(I) and OFF(III) with a cross
boundary. For ST patterns, unit DX tiles of DR(II,1), DS(II,0)
for ST(II) and DR(IV,0), DS(IV,1) for ST(IV) are required.
Because of the presence of hairpins in the R type of the DX tile
in domain II [DR(II,1)] and the S type of the DX tile in
domain IV [DS(IV,1)], alternating stripes in domains II and
IV are formed. Interestingly, we obtain an unexpected triple-

domain lattice (although such lattices are rarely observed),
B(I,II,III,IV,S) + OFF(III) + ST(II) + ST(IV), instead of a
quadruple-domain lattice. An AFM image of the triple-domain
lattice with its corresponding schematic representation is
shown in Figure 4c. For clarity, the overlaid guidelines (green,
yellow, and gray for seed, boundary, and DX tiles without
hairpins, respectively) are provided. The triple-domain lattice

Figure 5. Design of hexadomain lattices with ON and XOR patterns by using double DX (dDX) tiles. (a) Mapping from hexagonal to square grids
converted by using an axial coordinate system for ON and XOR hexadomain lattices. (b) Design of a hexadomain boundary by using unit dDX
tiles. The schematic of a hexadomain boundary dB(I,II,III,IV,V,VI,dS) comprises six linear boundaries [dB(I,II), dB(II,III), dB(III,IV), dB(IV,V),
dB(V,VI), and dB(I,VI)] and a single seed tile (dS). Seed and boundary dDX tiles are colored green and yellow, respectively. (c) Schematics and
unit dDX tile design of a hexadomain lattice of dB(I,II,III,IV,V,VI,dS) + ON(I) + ON(II) + ON(III) + ON(IV) + ON(V) + ON(VI). In each
domain, a single unit dDX tile is needed [d(I,1), d(II,1), d(III,1), d(IV,1), d(V,1), or d(VI,1)], which is colored as red. (d) Schematics and unit
dDX tile design of a hexadomain lattice of dB(I,II,III,IV,V,VI,dS) + XOR(I) + XOR(II) + XOR(III) + XOR(IV) + XOR(V) + XOR(VI). In each
domain, four unit dDX tiles that possess output information of either 0-bit (white) or 1-bit (red) are required.
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might occur due to the flexibility of the boundary and non-
specific binding between boundaries. One of the quadruple-
domain lattices with OFF in domain I/III, ST in domain II,
and ON in domain IV [B(I,II,III,IV,S) + OFF(I)/OFF(III) +
ST(II) + ON(IV)] is shown in Figure 4d (Figure S4 in the
Supporting Information shows AFM images without overlaid
guidelines). The AFM image reveals patterns in each domain
separated by a cross boundary. Additionally, the intervals
between neighboring lines on ST and ON patterns are
noticeable, as designed. A distortion of a quadruple-domain
lattice was observed. This might be due to the flexibility of the
linear boundaries, assembly flaw during formation of lattices,
and the interaction between DNA samples and the mica
substrate.

Design Schemes of Hexa-Domain Lattices by Using
Double DX Tiles. In addition, we proposed design schemes
for hexadomain lattices by using rectangular shaped unit
building blocks. We used mapping from hexagonal to square
grids converted by using an axial coordinate system. Figure 5a
shows hexadomain lattices with ON and XOR patterns in
hexagonal and square systems. Although it might be possible to
design unit building blocks with six binding domains (e.g., a
honeycomb shaped building block), double-rectangular shaped
building blocks such as double DX (dDX) tiles could also
provide six binding domains.37 To use dDX tiles, mapping
from hexagonal to square systems had to be conducted. Among
the various coordinate systems in a hexagonal grid, such as the
offset, cube, doubled, and axial coordinate systems, the
commonly used axial coordinate system was adapted.38,39

Cells in each domain followed a one-to-one correspondence
between hexagonal and square systems. Interestingly, the
square system with hexadomains showed two different angles
between axes, 90° for domains I and IV and 45° for II, III, V,
and VI.

Figure 5b shows a design scheme of a hexadomain boundary
using unit dDX tiles. A hexadomain boundary dB-
(I,II,III,IV,V,VI,dS) comprises six linear boundaries [dB(I,II),
dB(II,III), dB(III,IV), dB(IV,V), dB(V,VI), and dB(I,VI)] and
a single seed tile (dS). Seed and boundary dDX tiles are
colored green and yellow, respectively. Consequently, dB-
(I,II,III,IV,V,VI,dS) is formed by using dBU, dLBU, dLB, dBD,
dRBD, and dRB for boundaries, and dS for seed. Here, non-
prime and prime sticky ends with the same name are
complementary to each other.

Figure 5c,d shows schematics and the unit dDX tile design
of hexadomain lattices with ON and XOR patterns separated
by dB(I,II,III,IV,V,VI,dS). For a hexadomain ON lattice, a
single unit dDX tile in each domain is needed [that is, d(I,1),
d(II,1), d(III,1), d(IV,1), d(V,1), and d(VI,1)]. For example,
d(II,1) indicates a unit dDX tile used in domain II carrying the
ON (1-bit) information. Similarly, for a hexadomain XOR
lattice, four unit dDX tiles in each domain that possess output
information of either 0-bit (white) or 1-bit (red) are required.
For example, d(I,00) with white [d(III,10) with red] indicates
a unit dDX tile used in domain I with 2-input of 00 and 1-
output of 0 [unit dDX tile used in domain III with 2-input of
10 and 1-output of 1]. Outputs are determined by an XOR
logic operation that gives triangle-embedded fractal patterns on
lattices.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we designed and fabricated single-, double-, and
quadruple-domain lattices by introducing linear and cross

boundaries. Linear or cross boundaries were used to construct
double- or quadruple-domain lattices with two or four,
respectively, different types of patterns (of ON, OFF, and
ST). Because the boundaries served as separators between
domains and templates for pattern growth, it was possible to
generate multi-domain lattices and enhance their formations.
We also suggested the feasibility of constructing a lattice with
six different domains by using a hexadomain boundary through
the mapping from hexagonal to square systems. Therefore, our
method enables the enhancement of pattern density (higher
than quadruple) in a specific single lattice.

■ METHODS
Fabrication of Single-, Double-, and Quadruple-

Domain DNA Lattices. Standard desalt purified synthetic
oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA
Technologies (IA, USA). Single-domain DNA lattices and
double- and quadruple-domain DNA lattices were obtained by
using the two-step and three-step annealing methods,
respectively. Individual tiles were formed by mixing a
stoichiometric quantity of each DNA strand in a 1× TAE/
Mg2+ buffer (trisacetate-EDTA: 40 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA
(pH 8.0), 12.5 mM magnesium acetate). In the first annealing
step, the test tubes for individual tiles (including seed,
boundary, and unit tiles for patterns) were placed in a
Styrofoam box with 2 L of boiling water, followed by slow
cooling from 95 to 25 °C to facilitate the hybridization
process.3,17 The final tile concentration in each test tube was 1
μM.

For a single-domain DNA lattice, equal amounts of annealed
individual tiles of a given pattern were mixed in a new test
tube. For example, 5 μL of DR(II,0) and DS(II,1) were added
to 40 μL of 1× TAE/Mg2+ buffer for ST(II). For OFF(I), 5 μL
of D(I,0) without the D(I,0)-4 strand [comprising D(I,0)-1,
CB-2, and CB-3 strands] and 5 μL of 1 μM D(I,0)-4 were
added to 40 μL of 1× TAE/Mg2+ buffer [to avoid self-lattice-
formation of D(I,0)]. The sample test tube was then cooled
gradually from 40 to 25 °C by placing the sample in 2 L of
water in a Styrofoam box to facilitate further hybridization.
The final concentration of each sample was 100 nM (Figure
2).

For a double-domain DNA lattice, equal amounts of
annealed individual tiles of a given linear boundary were
mixed in a new test tube. For example, 5 μL of RBRU and
RBSU were added to 40 μL of 1× TAE/Mg2+ buffer for
B(I,II). The sample test tube was then cooled gradually from
40 to 25 °C by placing the sample in 2 L of water in a
Styrofoam box to facilitate further hybridization (the second
annealing step). The final concentration of B(I,II) was 100
nM. Finally, 5 μL of annealed individual tiles [D(I,1) without
the D(I,1)-4 strand for ON(I), and DR(II,0) and DS(II,0) for
OFF(II)], 5 μL of 1 μM D(I,1)-4, and 10 μL of annealed
boundary B(I,II) were added together into a new test tube
containing 20 μL of 1× TAE/Mg2+ buffer. In the third
annealing step, the sample test tube was cooled slowly from 30
to 25 °C by placing the sample in 2 L of water in a Styrofoam
box. Final concentrations of the boundary and the two patterns
were 20 and 100 nM, respectively (Figure 3).

For a quadruple-domain DNA lattice, the annealed seed tile
and equal amounts of the annealed boundary tiles of a given
cross boundary were mixed in a new test tube. For example, 2
μL of SR and 5 μL of RBRU and RBSU for B(I,II), LBRU, and
LBSU for B(II,III), LBRD and LBSD for B(III,IV), and RBRD
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and RBSD for B(I,IV) were added to 8 μL of 1× TAE/Mg2+

buffer for B(I,II,III,IV,S). The sample test tube was then
cooled gradually from 40 to 25 °C by placing the sample in 2 L
of water in a Styrofoam box to facilitate further hybridization
(the second annealing step). The final concentrations of the
seed and individual linear boundaries were 40 and 100 nM,
respectively. Finally, 5 μL of annealed individual tiles [D(I,0)
without the D(I,0)-4 strand for OFF(I), DR(II,1) and
DS(II,0) for ST(II), D(III,0) without the D(III,0)-4 strand
for OFF(III), and DR(IV,1) and DS(IV,1) for ON(IV)],
D(I,0)-4, D(III,0)-4, and 10 μL of annealed boundary
B(I,II,III,IV,S) were added together into a new test tube. In
the third annealing step, the sample test tube was cooled slowly
from 30 to 25 °C by placing the sample in 2 L of water in a
Styrofoam box. The final concentrations of seed, boundaries,
and patterns were 8, 20, and 100 nM, respectively (Figure 4).

AFM Imaging. Onto a 5 × 5 mm2 cleaved mica substrate
was deposited 40 μL of 1× TAE/Mg2+ buffer. Then, 2 μL of an
annealed sample was pipetted onto the mica, and an additional
20 μL of 1× TAE/Mg2+ buffer was dispensed on an oxide-
sharpened silicon nitride AFM tip (Veeco Inc., CA, USA).
AFM images were obtained on a Digital Instruments
Nanoscope III (Veeco Inc., CA, USA) in the scan-assist
mode with a multimode fluid cell head (Figures 2−4).
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